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Happy October, Ladies!

Pumpkin season is upon us already and leaves and temperatures are starting to drop. 

Yes, Autumn is underway! Thursday many of our members took advantage of
Washington DC’s Indian Summer, thanks to our Special Event’s Committee event. We
were treated to a private tour of Gail Jacob’s renown gardens in Bethesda with wine and
snacks. After a lengthy tour of Gail’s stunning terraced grounds during which she
described the multi-year design stages with notable landscape architects, massive
implementation process and hardscape specie selections, Gail gave a fascinating floral
demonstration creating a spectacular centerpiece using autumnal flora and fauna from
her garden. Afterwards members were invited to tour her beautiful studio. Next
Thursday Gail is inviting friends to see her autumnal gardens (“the gardens are always in
a state of change,” Gail emphasizes) and studio with a special “Open Studio Days –
Autumn Inspiration.”  If you missed yesterday’s event and can make it next week, visit:
www.flowercraftbygail.com for details. You won’t be disappointed! You’ll be inspired.

Get out your calendar and circle Tuesday, October 19th from 12:00-1:30 PM, for our
great October program, a Zoom lecture by Nancy Hirschbein, Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden docent and founder of Dial-a-Docent.  Nancy will give us a preview of
the Hirshhorn museum's upcoming November 2021 exhibition One with Eternity: Yayoi
Kusama in the Hirshhorn Collection and discuss international artist Kusama’s career and
works in the Hirshhorn’s permanent collection. 

And, while you have your calendar out, flip to December and “Save The Date” Tuesday,
December 14th, from 4:00-6:00 PM, for our much-anticipated annual Holiday Tea. We’re
excited to announce that this year, Covid permitting, it will be held at the elegant
Sulgrave Club, thanks to Carol Whitman who made the introduction for us at that
exquisite old-line venue.  Thank you, Carol! The holiday decorations will be fabulous.

I look forward to seeing everyone on Zoom next week! Be safe ~



ANNOUNCEMENTS

Please join us on Tuesday, October 19, from 12:00-1:30 PM, for a lecture by Nancy Hirschbein, a
docent at the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden and founder of Dial-a-Docent, to discuss
the work of Yayoi Kusama, in advance of the Hirschorn Museum's November 2021 Exhibition. 

Yayoi Kusama is one of the foremost artists of our time. Born in Japan and later working in the
United States, she broke ground in a range of artistic formats – painting, sculpture, installation art
and performance. In November, the Hirshhorn will host an exhibition of Kusama’s work, which has
received record attendance at the Hirshborn (2017), The Tate Museum in London and the New
York Botanical Gardens. This is an advance opportunity for C100 members to discover the artist
prior to her exhibition. RSVP here. Join the Zoom here.

SAVE THE DATE: On Tuesday, December 14th, from 4:00-6:00 PM, Covid permitting, Charter 100
DC will celebrate our Holiday Tea at the Sulgrave Club at 1801 Massachusetts Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20036. There will be valet parking.

Speaker forms are now available online on our Members Only website page. We encourage
members to recommend speakers they would like us to feature in our programming. If you have
any trouble downloading the speaker forms, please contact our administrative assistant, Alicia at
charter100dc@gmail.com 

USEFUL MEMBER INFORMATION

Charter 100 DC Website: www.charter100dc.org
Website Password for Members Only/Info: 2021charTer100

Questions, Administrative Assistance: charter100dc@gmail.com



Washington DC is known as an international city
filled with people from faraway places, and
Veronique Rodman, born in Cairo, certainly fits
the description. With a Russian (pro-tsar) mother
and a Syrian-French-born-in-Egypt father,
Veronique came to America in the mid-1960s as
a 13-year-old with her parents.
   Moving from McLean, VA to Philadelphia and
eventually to New Orleans where her parents
settled permanently, helped Veronique become
totally Americanized while not forgetting her
foreign upbringing. After spending a year in Paris
first at the Sorbonne, and later in Tours (because
of student riots in the capital!), she moved back
to DC to attend Georgetown University where
she joined a PhD program in French literature.
Working in a brokerage firm during the summer
and briefly as a university French substitute
teacher brought her back to reality and
convinced her to enter the real world sooner
rather than later. Her master’s degree and thesis
on the poetry of the French symbolist poet,
Stéphane Mallarmé, were not particularly helpful
in her first job hunt. Luckily after moving to New
York, she ended up doing market research for a
rich Texan who wanted to sell Costa Rican beef
to Europe where the price of meat was extremely
high. Despite explaining that she barely knew the
difference between a cow and a bull, she landed
the job because of her language skills. This in
turn led to a fascinating decade being based in
London and traveling all over Europe, first
working on “bovine” research (which started with

an epic trip flying with 50 Charolais cows in
a 1940s Super Constellation plane from
Miami to Costa Rica – and having to call her
parents every few hours to convince them
that she was not being kidnapped!).
Thankfully, the beef industry was not
Rodman’s final professional destination, and
she found a way to stay in London by
working on the World of Islam Festival
where she helped put together ten exhibits
and conferences in places ranging from the
British Museum to Cambridge University.
   Returning to the US after so many years in
London was hard. Looking for a job, starting
from scratch, was even harder. A temp job,
working for a “Beltway Bandit” defense-
related firm, led to a fortuitous meeting and
a job in Henry Kissinger’s office where her
language skills once again proved to be
useful. Most importantly, this job was where
Veronique met her future husband, Peter
Rodman, who was helping Kissinger with his
memoirs. After getting married in 1980,
Rodman had a series of short but incredibly
interesting “gigs”: she worked for a small
Japanese boutique consulting firm, did
research for historian Allen Weinstein who
later became archivist of the United States,
and for Miles Copeland, the ex-CIA

An Adventure in Many
Languages: 
Founding Member
Veronique Rodman 



operative, who was also the father of “Police”
drummer Stewart Copeland. Later, meeting the
producer of British TV presenter David Frost at a
wedding, led Veronique to getting to know the
then ABC News DC bureau chief, and to her next
job as a producer for ABC News’ Sunday talk
show: “This Week with David Brinkley”. Seventeen
years later Veronique left and soon after was
invited to help Fox News Channel producers
create a new Sunday show called “Fox News
Sunday.” Today, having left TV behind, she has
been the director of public affairs at the
American Enterprise Institute (AEI) for the last
twenty years. She compares this job to attending
a permanent graduate school where you learn
something new every day. She still loves
Mallarmé.
   Rodman became one of the founding members
of the Charter 100 DC chapter in the early 1980s
while she was working at ABC News. She was
invited to join by one of the original DC founders
and soon made many long-lasting friends. At the
time, the group had conservative leanings and
Sandra Day O’Connor was a member in Arizona
(prior to her Supreme Court tenure). The idea
was new at the time: meetings between
professional women in different professions
whose paths might not otherwise cross.
Expanding one’s social and professional circles at
the same time proved to be fun and interesting
and Veronique has been a member ever since.

“I hate to disappoint you,
but I’m not sure I know the
difference between a cow
and a bull.” 

-Veronique Rodman



Garden Tour and Flower Demonstration
October 7, 2021



GAIL’S STUNNING AUTUMNAL CENTERPIECE

Materials:
Sedum balls
Shrub roses*
Day lilies*
Bittersweet
Nandina
Oak leaf hydrangea
Thistle
Cockscomb
Ranunculus*
Miniature Japanese eggplant – element of surprise!   
NOTE: purchased, not from Gail’s garden.
Dimensions:
Basket:  Height: 8 ½”, Width: 22”
Design:  Overall Height: 33”, Width: 38”
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